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innovation 

The act of making changes in something established, especially 
by introducing new methods, ideas, or products. 
 
 
 





In 1958, corporations on the S&P 500 lasted in the 
index for an average of 61 years.  

Today, it’s 18 years.  

At the current churn rate, 75% of today’s S&P 500 
companies will be replaced by 2027. 



Scared CEO



The 1st Industrial Revolution: 1760-1820
The steam engine and the cotton mill.



The 2nd Industrial Revolution: 1870-1930
Electricity and assembly line production.



The 3rd Industrial Revolution: 1960-2010
Information technology.



 20The 4th Industrial Revolution: 2015-?
Merging the digital, the cognitive, and the biological. 























I had 100 really interesting conversations,  
with 100 really interesting people.

Here are some of my findings:



Finding #1: 

It’s hard. 



In the past 25 years, how much genuine 
innovation has happened within large 

incumbent corporations?



Retail is rife with disruptive innovation today, but did Amazon innovate 
this or was it Walmart or Tesco?   

For media, did BBC, ABC, NBC, CBS do it or Twitter/Youtube/Facebook?   

Has Boeing or Airbus (or NASA) been innovating space or SpaceX and 
Virgin Galactic? 

Is GM or BMW leading the personal transportation innovation today or 
is it Tesla/Waymo/Uber?   

Did the big banks create the Fintech revolution or did Nubank, Square, 
Wise and Monzo? 

Credit to Vinod Kholsa: https://medium.com/@vkhosla/the-silicon-valley-culture-bdc86db0b524

https://medium.com/@vkhosla/the-silicon-valley-culture-bdc86db0b524






Some corporates are embracing innovation by 
making innovation bets outside the organization: 

• Make it an M&A imperative. 

• Associate with incubators/accellerators. 

• “Fast follow” rather than innovate.  

• Corporate venture funds. 

“I believe that trying to create genuine innovation 
within our organization is a fool’s errand”.





But what are the best practices for creating 
a culture of innovation within a company? 



Accept Ambiguity. 
“Our culture was that we never let a manager 
launch a product that we didn’t feel had a 95%+ 
chance of success. Today, if you wait for that 
kind of certainty you’ll never innovate anything.”



Embrace open innovation.  

“The external relationships we’ve cultivated 
have been key to our innovation process”.



Mix Up Teams.  
“Most C-suites are stocked with people who 
have been locked into one paradigm their whole 
career. The echo chamber effect is fatal to 
innovation.”

“Innovation opportunity is often found at the seams”. 



Re-arrange the cat food.  
“P&L managers have no incentive to innovate 
because it hits their group’s bottom line and 
impacts their bonus this year.”



Get out of the building.  
“Great innovation begins with insights into 
customers. There are no customer insights 
inside the building, just uninformed 
opinions”.



Innovation is not R&D. 
“R&D was a back-of-the-house operation 
where we put socially-awkward scientists. 
Innovation requires a customer-facing team 
of top performers and creative thinkers.” 



Adjust cycle times.  
“The big banks might have gotten to Fintech 
eventually, but by the time they created a 
committee to have a discussion about scheduling 
a meeting to create a task force, there were 10 
Fintech startups nipping at their heels”



Amazon pushes new live code to their 
production servers every 11.6 seconds.

Source: https://youtu.be/dxk8b9rSKOo

https://youtu.be/dxk8b9rSKOo


Innovation is not about technology.  
“My CEO still thinks innovation means 
building mobile apps”.
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Design Thinking: 
An engineering framework for creating products that succeed.


